
STRENGTHENING
On 12 June 2008, as part of continuing efforts to ground its work,
the GL Board authorised the establishment of satellite offices in
Mauritius and Botswana. Over the last eight years GL has
established a unique model of working, which is to have a small
core team at the head office in Johannesburg, and a network of
over 40 partners and 114 associates with whom we enter into
agreements for the implementation of our work at country level.
GL has been at the centre of several “joint venture” and “network”
arrangements to help harmonise partner relations and ensure
greater synergies. These include GEMSA; the Media Action Plan
in HIV and AIDS and Gender; the GMDC and the Southern Africa
Gender Protocol Alliance.

The original mode of working has many advantages:
• The overheads and costs of establishing a large regional

bureaucracy and country offices are reduced.
• We build and enhance local capacity.
• We build and enhance local institutions and networks.
• We strengthen partnerships.

This way of working does, however, also have drawbacks:
• Where we have very large projects, such as the roll out of the

local government gender action plans, it becomes quite
problematic to rely on local partners for all the logistic
arrangements. We are currently experiencing this problem in
Namibia; in the end our programme officer has had to go to
every workshop with the result that she is extremely stretched.

• In countries where we have several different projects going
at the same time, coordination and harmonisation of these
projects at country level is a challenge. This will be the more
so as our programme work expands.

• By not having a presence, GL often loses out on branding its
own work. Often GL tools and resources are used without
GL being acknowledged.

• By only having a physical presence in South Africa, GL is
often regarded as a “South African” organisation, even though
the bulk of our budget is spent outside this country.

• While South Africa is, from a communications point of view,
a good regional “hub” there are other kinds of regional
functions that politically, linguistically etc are not necessarily
best coordinated from here.

• GL at times leans too heavily on its partners for support and
this can lead to tensions.

Why satellite offices
The rationale for satellite offices may be summarised as:
• To enhance the regional credentials of the organisation through

having more than one operational base, where this is warranted
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SATELLITE OFFICES

     GL is going into other countries in
the region.  It would be good to have GL in

Zambia.  That way it will bring closer home its’
activity and ensure commitment and development

in gender and media issues in the region.    .

- Daniel Nkalamo, ZAMCOM

“
”

through the volume of programme work or other relevant
considerations including regional work that is better
coordinated outside South Africa (see criteria).

• To strengthen management of large projects and coordination
of projects where there are several operating in a country at
any given time.

• To give GL visibility in its own work as we build the capacity
of partners and associates.

• To ensure that projects are followed through and sustained
through effective local linkages and synergies.

• To use IT (which GL has championed) for exploring flexible
arrangements that allow us to diversify our staff and office
bases in improving both the efficiency and effectiveness of
GL’s work.

• To begin to explore modalities for cascading of GL work
further afield in east and west Africa,  as mooted by Dr Pinkie
Mekgwe at the 2008 Board meeting.

Why Botswana and Mauritius as pilots
GL has a real chance of making an impact in small countries that
are politically progressive; economically stable and socially
conservative. In both countries GL has Board members; is well
known to government and NGO structures; and has considerable
programme work planned over the next few years. There is logic
in creating institutional capacity in nodal points where the country
has additional regional advantages: Botswana because it is the
headquarters of SADC and Mauritius because of the Francophone
link. Still the legal, financial and other requirements for setting
up subsidiary offices of an NGO in neighboring SADC countries
pose many challenges, as Loga Virahsawmy found.

INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHENING

Mauritius full of hope for GL.



In October 2008 GL began establishing a satellite office in
Botswana, which is now registered. Botswana is the seat of the
SADC Secretariat, a potentially strong partner for GL in achieving
its long term goals. Botswana is relatively stable economically
and politically, and this context augurs well with the rolling

out of key activities. In March 2009, the founding office manager
Pam Mhlanga, who left for personal reasons, handed over to
Keabonye Ntsabane, a veteran gender activist who has sharpened
her lobbying and advocacy skills in several GL workshops and
assignments over the eight years.
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My journey with Gender  Links
By Keabonye Ntsabane

As a participant in GL’s very first workshop in 2001 to develop
a gender and media handbook I have come a long way with
this organisation.  At the time, I was working with the Women’s
NGO Coalition, an umbrella NGO lobbying and advocating for
empowerment of women and mandated to implement the Beijing
Platform for Action.

I worked as an information officer for the Coalition. My work
included production of the newsletter and planning radio slots
in both print and electronic media on the Beijing Platform
for Action. I attended the meeting in Johannesburg at the GL
office. At that time GL operated from the ED’s back yard. I asked
myself: “Do I want to be associated with this poor organisation
which operates in peoples homes?” not knowing that today it
will be a powerful organisation!

GL and the Women’s NGO Coalition planned joint activities
on gender related issues and the launching of GL’s first
publication:  Whose News, Whose Views.    At that time I was
not conversant with issues of gender and media or gender based
violence but I had interest and commitment. I think my
commitment and hard work made GL continue working with
my organisation. Our partnership grew from strength to strength.

I was included in the GL capacity building training. GL trained

me as a trainer of trainers on media
monitoring in 2003 in preparation
for the Gender and Media Baseline
study (GMBS) and the 2005 Global
Media Monitoring  Project. Through
these activities I discovered my
strength and the qualities in lobbying,
advocacy and monitoring.

Facilitating activities for GL and
becoming very vocal on issues of
women’s empowerment have
changed my life. I am a media hero in my country, featured both
in print and television with highly respected gender activists.

I have contributed to the SADC Gender Barometer, e newsletters,
made presentations at both the 2004 and 2008 summits on
subjects such as women in politics and cartoons. I have
coordinated the media literacy and alerts projects in my country.
I have managed to bring other stakeholders from Botswana to
participate in GL activities.

To work with GL you need to understand the organisation. GL
demands that high quality work be delivered on the dot, on the
spot. There is no room for compromise.  I am happy and proud
that I did all this good work and that GL has found it fit to appoint
me as head of the Botswana office. This shows that my efforts
have been acknowledged and affirmed.

Anyone in the gender justice business?
Pearls of wisdom from Mauritius
By Loga Virahsawmy

Pigs, poultry or peacocks? Butchery, boxes or baskets? Make
your choice. “You have to choose a trade when you are registered
as a Foreign Company. You cannot be registered and tell us that
you do not have a trade,” the Officer at the Registry of Companies
told me during one of my several visits to open the GL office in
Mauritius.

If I had a choice, I would have been torn between “P” for Pearl
and “B” for Banner. But would this official understand that
although Gender Links is not in the PEARL or the BANNER
business, it is a PEARL in the region and is flying the gender
BANNER very high?

Anyway when the officer saw that I was taken aback he gave
me a list of over 1000 trades to choose from. I went through the
list over and over and Gender Links did not fit in any category.
 After a long discussion explaining that we are in the gender
justice business, I asked for an urgent appointment with the
Registrar of Companies who told me it was the first time that a
foreign company- not- for- profit was opening shop in Mauritius.
Then I understood that although we are not in the pig business
we are in the guinea pig business!

After some arguments Gender Links was finally registered.

I thought this was the end
of  my animal  farm
experience. But I had to
mutate from a pig to a
horse to jump more
hurdles. I was told that I
needed a Registration
Certi f icate from the
Municipal Council as well.

I had to give a site plan,
a plan of the house and a plan of Gender Links which fortunately
they accepted.  The officer even agreed that there was no need
to put out a press release asking for my neighbours to make their
voices heard if they had any objection. This really made me
think of our slogan “all voices count”.

The last two last hurdles at the Ministry of Social Security and
the Mauritius Revenue Authority (MRA) were difficult but not
insurmountable.  The officer at Social Security grasped quickly
that we are more of an NGO than a business. He not only
registered us as “Social Services” but thanked me for the
commendable work we are doing. I then had an appointment
with the MRA office which noted down our main activities as
sensitisation campaigns; awareness raising on gender justice,
training and research in the areas of gender, media, governance
and justice. What a long walk in the animal farm from the P’s
and B’s to gender justice!



and look at elections materials a
little box will pop up that will show
you associated commentaries, VRC
case studies, clippings, research, etc.
The website will also have an online
sales system to facilitate electronic
ordering and payment.

Virtual Private Network (VPN)
GL has set up a Virtual Private
Network (VPN) that uses the Internet
to connect sites or users who are not
in the same geographical space to a common server.  This means
that the Mauritius and Botswana offices can access and save
information to the GL server in South Africa as well as anyone
travelling.

Universal SMTP
To further facilitate travel, GL’s service provider, PCB, has set up
a protocol to make it simple to send and receive messages from
anywhere. After initial teething problems the SMTP is working
effectively.

GL databases
Contact database: The online database comprises over 4000
contacts from around Southern Africa. Contacts include people
who have been at workshops, meetings, training or who make
a request to be put on the database. This is an online database
system that allows users to view contacts of their choice.

Research and publications databases: The GMDC online resource
centre includes databases of relevant works on gender, media
and diversity from across the region and other parts of the world.
The databases may be searched by name, country and theme.

By Mwenda Yeta Mkhize, Systems Administrator

Rapid growth has necessitated many changes in our office space
and IT arrangements. Since last year, several structural changes
have been made to the office at 9 Derrick Avenue. GL has also
purchased the adjoining property. GEMSA will move to the office
next door to give it greater institutional space and identity and
to create sufficient space for GL staff.

Since GL’s inception, the organisation has used IT to sustain its
competitive advantage in a rapidly changing world because
important business decisions depend on having up-to-date,
trustworthy information. At the same time, we often need to
assess the internal and external risks involved in these decisions.
This is not easy, which is why GL has a dynamic IT policy that
is included in the GL Policies and Regulations. The policy guides
employees towards a coherent, integrated environment for
managing and delivering information in support of the
organisational goals.

GL’s IT systems have evolved over the years to ensure that the
latest and most innovative technologies are harnessed to increase
the organisation’s effectiveness. The key to GL’s strategy is that
IT is not seen as an add on but as an integral part of the
organisation’s way of working. This has enabled the organisation
to spread its wings across Southern Africa and to sustain and
create partnerships.

Re-designing of the website
GL is now working in 15 different countries across three languages.
The new GL website will be based on publishing solutions rather
than website solutions. The designers, Prefix, recognise that GL
publishes a lot of information and that it needs to be cross
referenced and searchable in different ways.

The information will be in a particular structure designed by GL;
however users will then have the option to go to other areas on
the site. This is possible because each article is linked to others
through search and link facilities. For example if you go to training

PHYSICAL AND ELECTRONIC
INFRASTRUCTURE
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Take a girl child to work at GL.

What I have learned on the job
 When GL offered me a job in 2005,
I set up an informal meeting with
Clayton Peters (Director of Youth
Development Network), my director
at that time to get guidance. He told

me that if there is a workplace that he would encourage any
young person to be, GL was that place because it had a
visionary and hard working leader. I have lived to appreciate
his advice.

Looking at my learning journey, I can personally testify that
I have come a long way. GL is always striving to align itself
to the 21st century, challenging its staff to do better and
always setting higher standards for them. I have always loved
technology but my job here has challenged me to further
pursue my dream in the IT arena and I am gearing myself up
for the MCSE course. GL has taught me a lot about working
with diverse cultural groups; different levels of skills and
interests but most importantly not to compromise on work
standards.

After I left this job briefly for three months I realised what I
was missing by way of personal growth and fortunately the
organisation took me back. On the personal side, the skill
that I am proud to have learnt is how to handle conflicts.
I am now calmer and nothing really gets my back up, all
thanks to the various challenging situations I have had in
my employ at GL. - Mwenda Yeta Mkhize.



By Vivien Bakainaga,
HR and Administration Officer

People are the most valuable resource of any organisation. Rapid
growth is exhilarating but challenging. Finding the right people
for the right jobs; ensuring that they are well settled and happy;
rewarded and remunerated is a task that will continue well
beyond the initial recruitment drives. My appointment in February
2009 with primary responsibility for human resources reflects
the seriousness with which this matter is taken. As this report is
being written, plans are afoot for substantial staff growth in July.
The report will focus on the situation that pertained in March
2009.

During the year under review, GL’s staff component doubled,
from 13 to 26. Of these, 21 are full time; 2 are part time and
three are interns. With 7 staff each, the media and corporate
services departments have the biggest staff complement.

Race and sex
GL’s racial profile is in keeping with the demographics of host
country South Africa. 73% of staff are black African; 19% white
(African and European/North American) and the remainder of
Indian or mixed origin. Men comprise 20% of the staff and the
largest number of these are in the administration department.
Apart from having women heads of department, GL’s staff
composition has important gender benders. For example the head
of finance is a black female while the accounts clerk is a black
male.
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Origin
Of the 26 staff, 22 come from the
SADC region, with the largest number
nine from Zimbabwe. Two staff are
from other African countries and two
from Europe and North America. This
makes for a diverse staff composition,
cited as both a strength and challenge
in the executive summary at the
beginning of this report.

Recruitment and selection
GL, like any other organisation, struggles to find the best and
most qualified people for some of its posts. As a growing
organisation we have to continually recruit and retain staff that
is good, well qualified with relevant experience and willingness
to work towards GL goals. Thorough recruitment procedures,
including widespread advertising, in-depth interviews and
practical tests, we identify whether the candidate has the skills
and experience needed for the job.

Induction
GL had three induction days over the course of the year. Corporate
services has also developed an induction pack that includes
quick guides to GL and its systems as well as the more detailed
operational guidelines. All staff are given extensive orientation
to IT, administrative and financial routines. The GL corporate
video will assist in familiarizing new staff with the work of the
organisation.

Retention, job evaluation and new salary structure
 One of the criticisms leveled against GL in the past has been
high turn over. There are a variety of reasons for this; partly to do
with the nature of a start up organisation; partly because of the
project nature of our funding that did not allow us to offer long
term contracts and partly because GL is a demanding work
environment in which performance standards are clearly set out
and monitored.

The overall 7% staff turn over during the year is well within
accepted norms. Only one performance related letter of warning
had to be issued during the year. In a few instances probation
periods have been extended to allow staff the chance to meet
performance criteria. This has followed interim assessments and
has generally been successful.
The main efforts of management, especially the ED and finance
manager focused on delivering on the Board mandate last year
to review all posts and come up with a salary structure linked to
the performance management system that rewards good
performance; provides for career pathing; and takes account of
market realities.

An HR consultant who specialises in remuneration worked with
the ED and finance manager to review all job descriptions and

HUMAN RESOURCES
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evaluate each position based on its complexity, required knowledge
(skills, experience and qualifications) and impact within and
outside the organisation. This led to the development of salary
bands and notches within these bands linked to performance.
As a proactive retention measure, and in light of improved
financial circumstances, the Board approved the issuing of three
year contracts (starting January 2009).

Capacity Building

GL places a strong emphasis on practical, on-the-job learning,
reflected in the testimonies of staff who have made contributions
to this report. As reflected in two further personal testimonies
below, this approach extends to all levels and to all types of work.

Skills courses
GL has also provided on-site skills training including:
• Driving:  Instead of having a driver for GL, the organisation
    has arranged driving courses. Four staff have now obtained

licenses and another three are on their way to doing so.
• Reception training: Both in-house and external training has

been carried out to empower GL staff to project a good
professional public image.

• Information Technology is an area where GL keeps improving
through transfer of skills.  GL would like to venture more in
tailor made training by carrying out a training needs assessment
on IT. The immediate training will be carried out in-house in
Excel and this will be coordinated by the Systems Coordinator.
 A number of GL staff would like to learn more on Excel and
Susan and Rochelle would be good facilitators.

• French classes: When GL ventured into the Francophone
countries like Mauritius, staff were encouraged to learn French.
GL entered into a contract with Alliance Française to teach
GL staff every Friday for two hrs for a period of six months.
Staff responded overwhelmingly and ten completed the
beginners course. A next round will be offered when new
staff join in July.

Organisational learning
By Judith Mtsewu

In an environment of high levels of skills shortages, high mobility
of employees and sought after young professionals, organisations
are having to be very pro-active in finding ways to make it
attractive for current staff to remain in the organisations’ employ
and to attract new, skilled people.

The reasons people stay in organisations vary. Some stay because
of money, security, lack of options, being comfortable in the
position and others stay because of the endless possibilities for
learning and growth, which is both on the professional and
personal front offered by a work environment. I do not think
that we can assume that organisations offer learning
opportunities. The learning that can sometimes take place in
an organisation can be very limited and be very job specific
and this experience can sometimes compel people to walk
away and quit as a result of not being mentored or being given
sufficient learning opportunities.

For an organisation that is growing like GL, an organisation
that continues to challenge itself to produce better, deliver
more, and do so more frequently, mentorships are an avenue
for the organisation to be developmental and to expand its
capabilities and learning opportunities internally.

Organisational learning is an imperative that organisations can
ill-afford to ignore, or if they do ignore it, do so at their own
peril. Organisational learning can be externally stimulated, but
it also needs to be anchored internally. How can GL improve
on this?
• Mentoring as a form of organisational learning should be

formalised. Those in management and leadership need to
be conscious of their responsibility to open spaces of learning
and help develop new leaders. Maybe managers could at
evaluation time, reflect on how they have mentored someone
in the organisation.

• An ongoing needs assessment for staff – what skills do
people need in order to be better at what they do, in way
that will also benefit the organisation?  This is to ensure that
there is an alignment between organisational and individual
needs. It needs to be an organisation wide experience.
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Fanuel Hadzidzi receiving his French certificate

Judith Mtsweu and Lydia Byarugaba at staff planning

What I have learned on the job
Two years ago I used to work as a part
time cleaner but now I am working as
a receptionist, using the computer and
even starting the car. I hope by the end
of the year I will be hitting the road
by myself as I am now taking driving

classes! I have gained a lot of
experience and personal growth at
Gender Links and have also learned
to love my work and the organisation
I work for. - Nancy Padare.

I have learnt a lot of things at Gender
links including, library work which
involves arranging, labeling and naming
the books. The most important thing
is that now I can organise and plan my
own work according to which one
should be done or submitted first and
to handle stressful situations. I have
also been exposed to clerical work that
includes photocopying, faxing,
scanning, filing, writing of cheques and
payment requisition forms. I have learnt
to work with different departments. My IT skills have been
sharpened by tasks such as cropping of clippings on the Y
drive. All this has been achieved through the assistance from
different members of staff - Loveness Pfumbi, Office assistant.



By Seanna Chingamuka
GMDC Programme Officer

Fifteen interns from ten different countries have been attached to Gender Links since 2001.  These interns
have moved on to study or work including within GL. The table below is a list of the interns that have been
attached to GL since the organisation’s inception:

Strengths and weaknesses
Most interns came into the organisation without any idea of how an NGO operates. The availability of experienced staff offered
mentorship to the interns. A concern expressed by interns is that GL should choose suitable interns for the type of work that they are
doing.  This has since been taken into consideration. Departmental needs assessments are done prior to selecting interns.  In addition,
clear job specifications are drawn up and communicated to the intern before they are contracted. Some interns pointed out that the
internship should be engaging and not imposing.  Interns come with their own expectations which at times are not met.  GL is again
trying to address this through the expectations form that interns now fill out when they join the organisation, evaluated through an
exit interview at the end of the period. On the whole, the comments by interns reflect a rich learning experience.

What I learned as an intern at GL

Lydia Byarugaba (Uganda/South Africa):
“Gender Links was an amazing platform
for me. I got an opportunity to not
only apply my skills but also got exposed
to an NGO that had a very audible

presence. I climbed up from intern to a systems administrator
within a short period and was part of a team that established a
knowledge centre solely dedicated to gathering resources around
gender and media, a first of its kind in the region. I walked into
GL an impressionable young lady seeking an opportunity and
walked away a much more assertive and established young
woman within broadened vision - continuing the dream and
knowing that the world is my Oyster!”

Rebecca Masinde (Kenya): “Interning at Gender Links has been
one of my most fulfilling and rewarding work experiences to
date.  Here, I discovered my passion for gender studies and
economic development and have gone on to focus my collegiate
area studies on these subjects. I learnt through rigid work ethics
and the simple good nature of the Gender Links team that using
your agency passionately to serve your community is extremely
rewarding on an infinite number of levels.”

Adjoa Osei-Asibey (Ghana/UK): “I set three main goals: a deeper
understanding of my strengths and weaknesses, better networks
and support systems and most importantly a clearer understanding
of what I don’t want to do career wise.  And I honestly, tick, tick
and tick!”

Fanuel Hadzizi (Zimbabwe):  “The nature of my internship was
that I had to do programme work as well as finance and

administrative work. This taught me to be flexible and versatile
and to face my fears with a brave heart.  It was through knowledge
and hindsight that my own abilities only taught me to think and
apply logic and reason and that work in itself is something that
can be learnt and perfected through practical experience. The
secret is only to give it your best shot and see how it goes.”

Ayanda Bekwa (South Africa) : “My experiences as an intern at
GL were life changing and sensitised me to the gender debates
of the workplace, political system of RSA and the world. I grew
from being a student to a gender activist and it is through GL
that I learnt gender terminology, how to analyse the media and
the spaces women occupy within all societal domains.  In the
job I am currently in (Ministry of Foreign Affairs) I find myself
arguing for gender mainstreaming in every project I work on. I
have been given an unofficial title of the gender advocate, a title
I hold with pride.”
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THE GENDER LINKS INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME

Lydia Byarugaba organised the “Take a Girl Child to Work” day at GL in May 2008.

Intern
Ayanda Bekwa
Agnes Muriungi Odhiambo
Rochelle D. Mhonde
Zena Majaar
Sikhonzile Ndlovu
Rebecca Masinde
Lydia Byarugaba
Marietta van Dijk
Nandipha Sephuma
Kekeletso Nakeli
Olulademi Osameyan
Adjoa Osei-Asibey
Fanuel Hadzizi
Roos van Dorp
Geraldine Aubeeluck

Start date
Jan-01
Apr-05
Mar-06
Aug-06
Jan-07
Jun-07
Sep-07
Oct-07
Dec-07
Jan-08
Jul-08
Oct-08
Oct-08
Oct-08
Dec-08

End date
May-03
Jul-05
Mar-06
Nov-06
Apr-07
Aug-07
Dec-07
Mar-08
Feb-08
Mar-08
Aug-08
Mar-09
Mar-09
Jan-09
May-09

Current occupation
Working for the South African Ministry of Foreign Affairs
She is job-hunting
Working at Gender Links as a Researcher
Media and Communications, British Embassy, Tanzania
Media Literacy Coordinator at Gender Links
Student at Villanova University
Student/ working at Prefix Technologies

Studying at the University of Kwazulu Natal
Studying at Wits University
Action Aid
Job hunting
Finance Assistant at Gender Links
Programme Officer  - Botswana satellite office
Studying

Nationality
South African
Kenyan
American
Tanzanian
Zimbabwean
Kenyan
Ugandan
Dutch
South African
South African
Nigerian
Ghanian
Zimbabwean
Dutch
Mauritian



• Nutrition is recognised as a
central part of employee wellness.
To this end cool filtered water
and fresh fruit are now provided
to staff members in addition to
teas and biscuits that have always
been provided. At the end of
March 2009 a Nutritionist
(Dietician) will be called in to
dialogue about the need to adopt
healthy eating habits as part of a
positive lifestyle.

• Related to this, a health consultant was called in at the
organisation’s expense in early March 2009 to speak to staff
about available options for medical aid for those who are
interested in joining a scheme.

• Life skills coaching has been recognised as essential to building
a balanced individual. To this end a series of dialogues
continues to take place. In September 2008 a consultant was
called in to give a talk on personal financial management an
issue that can cause individual distress if unmanaged to the
extent of compromising his or her productivity.

• As noted in the organisational learning, mentorship, internship
experiences and learning on the job sections staff capacity
building has become an integral part of the organisational
goals. This enhances effectiveness and efficiency of staff
thereby reducing stress levels. For instance activities such as
building IT skills, driving lessons, French lessons do build
staff morale.  One needs to attend a French class to see the
other side of GL staff away from their desks and computers.
You would think they have inhaled laughing gas! This has
proved to be a great team building activity.

• The intranet is now available as a tool for the team to interact
informally about any issue that you think may interest the
team.

• Fun activities were organised as planned such as a tour of
Soweto. This was so much fun because a large proportion of
GL staff are non-South African nationals.

• A walking club and reading club have taken off; these activities
are organised outside hours.

Challenges
• Lack of time and mobility with

staff often on the road poses
challenges to organising team
activities.

• Getting the team to use the
Intranet as a tool that fosters team
building.

• There is still need to work with
an expert Wellness Adviser as we
seek to ground this programme.

Next steps
• A long term strategy for Employee

Wellness with a clear vision and
goals that are measurable

• Enhancing ways in which
wellness can be mainstreamed
into existing institutional norms.

• Developing a multi purpose
centre on the new premises that
can be used as a gym as well as
for lectures, seminars and
workshops.

By Loveness Jambaya- Nyakujarah
Chair, Wellness Committee

GL embarked on a Wellness
Programme in 2006 with the aim of
creating a healthy team that strikes
a balance in all areas of their life.
While the programme got off to a slow
start, it has since gained momentum.
A number of initiatives and activities have
become more institutionalised and have fostered a positive team
spirit. The benefits are evident in the team building assessment
for 2009 which shows that Gender Links management is making
explicit effort to strike a balance between concern for high output
and quality, and concern for people who make it happen.

Building on successes of 2007, in 2008 the Wellness Programme
became more institutionalised. Following the board meeting and
a staff wellness needs assessment concrete steps have been taken
to mainstream wellness in our work. Notable issues raised
included: nutrition, health, stress management, time management,
conflict management, financial management and capacity building
needs. While the work place initiatives may not answer to
everyone’s personal needs, particularly those that concern their
private lives, it is hoped that wellness at work can influence
wellness in the private sphere.

Achievements in 2008
• The wellness programme has a separate budget line which

brings with it capacity to carry out planned activities.
• Following last year’s board meeting a Wellness Programme

of Action was developed and all activities carried out as
planned except one session which has been carried over to
the next financial year.

• The capacity of the Wellness Team has been boosted through
incorporating the recently recruited Human Resources and
Administration Manager who can devote more time and brings
a wealth of experience to the programme.

PROMOTING WELLNESS
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Fanuel Hadzidzi and Susan Tolmay lead the GL walking club.



• Institutional Forms are accessible
and can be downloaded on
Intranet.

• Wellness section including staff
birthdays and reports from in-
house seminars are filed and
accessible on Intranet.

• A monthly GL e-bullet in,
providing staff a social light-
hearted forum to inform and
update on developments and
movements within the GL
community.  This will be produced by the EA with a staff
editorial team.

• Staff meetings are held every month, providing staff
with an opportunity to interact, share ideas and update
each other on programme activities on a face-to-face basis,
in a relaxed atmosphere.

• Staff cyber dialogues are on-line staff meetings involving the
Johannesburg office, Botswana and Mauritius Satellite
Offices. They are held once a month.

By Mukayi Makaya, Executive Assistant

Having an HR and Administration Officer has freed the Executive
Assistant to focus more on improving external and internal
communication. Among others, the EA has conducted front office
training for the receptionist, office assistant and intern. The EA
is also responsible for organising three two day retreats each year
at which staff reflect on their work and plan for the coming
period.

The EA also organises the quarterly executive committee meetings,
and the annual Board meeting. The first day of the Board meeting
involves all staff and Board members. Staff report on the work
they have done while Board members raise critical questions for
the future. These are concretised in smaller meetings on the
second day of the Board meeting.

Internal Communication Tools

These include:
• An Intranet accessible to Johannesburg as well as Botswana

and Mauritius Satellite Offices.
• Event Report Back Forms from meetings, seminars, workshops,

training, etc. attended by staff are filed and accessible on
Intranet for all to read and appreciate GL participation in
external events.
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COMMUNICATION

What I have learned on the job
Although I only joined Gender Links
in December 2008 I can honestly say
that I have already experienced
professional and personal development
and growth.  I have the privilege to

serve the Executive Director and Deputy Director, both of
whom possess a wealth of knowledge and experience on
communication and gender related issues, which I’m passionate
about.

The diversity of my work exposes me to the strategic and
operational facets of the work done by GL.  This has led to my
skills being sharpened; this write up being one such task!  My
scope of thinking and ways of doing things has been expanded;
as an individual, I’ve been taken out of my otherwise “comfort
zone” and challenged to think ‘out of the box’.  The “wellness
stone” in the GL culture humbles me, and serves as a reminder
that the human resource is indeed the most valuable in any
organisation.  I’m thankful for the opportunity to be a part of
Gender Links and look forward to greater growth in time to
come.  - Mukayi Makaya.

Great ideas and Great Debates:
A communications case study

The “Great Debate” on “What makes a good leader?” is an
excellent example of the great ideas that emerge when internal
communication goes well and synergies are created throughout
the system. Here is how it all happened:
• The idea of a gender and leadership checklist was first

mooted at the 2008 Board meeting.
• Ideas for GMDC debates were discussed at staff planning

in December 2008 as attention turned to the upcoming
elections in the region.

• Pam Mhlanga had just returned from the AWID conference
in Cape Town and described the “Great Debate” concept-
 throwing up a controversial question and getting audience
participation.

• Internally when we reviewed our SWOT in January Judith
Mtsewu raised the need for GL to become more engaged
in public debates.

• With the encouragement of our editor Debbie Walter,
several staff wrote gender and elections opinion pieces
that enjoyed good pick up.

• GL Board Member Ferial Haffajje was, at the time, editor
of the Mail and Guardian. The ED pitched an article on
polygamy and progressive leadership with her; she
took this up and in the E Mail flows that followed GL
and the newspaper agreed to team up to run a series
of debates as part of the M and G’s Critical Thinking
Forum.

• GL through the GMDC developed a broader concept
looking at how debates could be held at several venues
across the region linked to programme work.

• Debates were held in Zambia, Botswana and South Africa.
Board members participated in a debate on quotas with
members of the Southern African Gender Protocol Alliance
when they came for the Board meeting in March 2009.


